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Mr. Moyle leaving 

This article is about how one of Jamieson’s beloved 

teachers leaving the school, because there are not enough 

younger kids for the teacher to be in the school. This 

mysterious person is the amazing Mr. Moyle and it is the 

saddest thing that has happened to this school.  

Mr. Moyle has been at this school for at least 5 years so 

this is a very big deal. We will be very hard for many 

people at Jamison primary. It has felt like everyone is 

leaving 1st Ms B 2nd Sue 3rd Mr jones 4th Leanne and now 

Mr Moyle but everyone is happy to have Ms Madin hear.  

Mr Moyle have created such a huge bond and trust with 

not only the kids but the many people of Jamison. His kind 

loyal heart mates a warm safe place for everyone around 

him and he is a person that you can go to for help and self-

confidence. He is one of the greatest teachers in the 

world. He is kind, caring, loyal, happy, funny, fair, 

respectful and playful so that is why we are sad to see him 

go. We will miss him so much. Mr Moyle has been through 

a lot over the past years he has made many friends and 

seen a lot of friends grow up and become great people 

just like himself.  

So, Mr Moyle please continue being great and please 

come and visit us see ya BM.  You will be missed. 

Goodbye. 

By: Harry  

 

DATES TO READ AND REMEMBER 

Monday, Dec 13 • END OF YEAR CONCERT! 5pm, followed by a picnic at 

the Big Pool 

Tuesday, Dec 14 • Movie in Mansfield 

Wednesday, Dec 

15 
• Final School Council Meeting and Grade Six Graduation 

Dinner 

Thursday, Dec  16 • Hot Food Day 

Friday, Dec 17 • Grace Birthday 

• End of Term Party 

• Last Day of the Year! Happy Holidays! 

Friday, Jan 28 • Start Up Day for all staff—welcome Mr Wilson and 

Pauline! 

• Uniforms available between 10-11 

Monday, Jan 31 • First day of Term 1, 2022. Yay! 

• Please remember water bottles! 

Principal’s Report 

What a year! 

We have achieved so much, laughed so much, played and learnt and helped each other 

so much. 

Reflecting on my first year as principal of Jamieson Primary School, I find myself 

grinning with pride.  

I am proud of Mason for the enthusiasm for all learning he shows every day .  

I am proud of Beau for the huge effort he has put into writing this year . 

I am proud of Ruby for her determination to have a go at new things, even when they’re 

difficult. 

I am proud of Sarah for her boundless curiosity and kindness. 

I am proud of Blake for taking on all new challenges with such gusto. 

I am proud of Ivy for refusing to do things the boring way. 

I am proud of Charlie for finding the beauty in everything. 

I am proud of Grace for finding the humour in everything. 

I am proud of Harry for his commitment to justice and a fair go for everyone. 

I am proud of Abi for knowing the answer when I don’t and gently reminding me! 

I am proud of the teamwork, friendship and dedication in the staff team—thank you Ben, 

Leanne and Stormee for helping me so much this year. We will miss you, Ben and 

Leanne, very much! 

Thank you, also, to Bec and the rest of the council for your commitment to our 

wonderful school. 

To all our families—thank you. It’s been a community effort this year and everyone 

deserves a restful, safe and happy holiday. 

See you next year! 

Hannah Madin 

Thank you Leanne! 

When I met Leanne, I told her I speak English, German, Arabic, Pitjantjatjara and 

Curriculum, but only a smattering of Budget. Luckily for me, Leanne is fluent in 

Budget and the Education Department finance and maintenance systems as well 

as a great teacher. She has been my mentor, colleague and friend and I am so 

grateful for everything she has taught me about how to keep our fantastic school 

buzzing.  

We hope you have a wonderful time visiting  your family more frequently. Please 

drop in whenever you can. 

Hannah 
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Bush walks 

 By Ivy  

On Friday, 3rd of Dec, JPS went on a bush walk for a whole school prize. We came in three different cars, one was Bec’s car which Jess drove with Justin, another 

was Ms Madin’s dad’s car which Ms Madin drove, and the last was Kate’s which Kate drove.  

Although the drive took over an hour and a half, it was still worth it. we all enjoyed it very much. 

The first place we visited was Bindaree falls. It was magnificent. You get to go behind the waterfall in a cave like place, it was SO COOL! Of 

course, you got a little sprayed by mist but you wouldn’t care because the sight took all your attention. 

The second place we visited was THE Craig’s hut that we all know about, if you don’t, check it out! The view 

of that place is phenomenal! Personally, my favourite mountain in the range of the view of Craig’s hut is mt. 

Cobbler (AKA Indian Head) but there is plenty more, but of course, you don’t have to have a favourite! 

J.P.S loved this and were VERY delighted that their parents said it was ok for them to come so thank you to all the JPS parents 

out there! �  

LKC Math Interview 

By Charlie 

Q: “What maths did you do?” 

Mason: “For maths I did coins I learned about coins and 50 +50 is $1.00 in coins. We also did data collection and I did, we were, collecting information from people for data collection. 

I asked them, what is your favourite dinosaur out of Tarbasaurus, Pteradactle and Enasaurus.”  

Beau: “We did a writing where you get a one hundreds dice a tens dice and a ones dice. Then you count them to one hundreds smallest to largest. We also did data collection. The data 

collection was what colour would you want, one person liked brown one person liked purple and I think two person liked blue.”  

Ruby: “We did coins, we did sorting out numbers on the white board, we did data collection and I did your favourite Pokémon what is it out of Grooké, Umbrion and Pikachu. 

Sarah: For maths I did data. We did what is your favourite colours so I had red, blue, dark pink and light pink. More people liked blue, the second best was red the third best was dark 

pink and the last best was light pink. What do you like the most? Ice-cream, lollies, blueberries or cherries. Most people voted Ice-cream, the second most was lollies and there was 

blueberries and cherries which was tied up. Next we did place value so you explain it by having a two dollar coin and maybe 7 cents or somthing 
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Spider  tiggy  

By Blake 

One of the biggest and the most fun things this year in term 4 {2021} 

is spider  tiggy… the rules are very simple {a bit} since we have a big 

net that we call the spider, so practucaly we play tiggy but only on 

the spider, so  If you fall of on perpose or even on by acturdent you 

are it… you can also be tagged. Nobody is aloud to tuch the ground. 

WHY I LIKE IT 

I like it for many reasons. Here are some, 

I like it because its kind of challenging. 

And also the game is very fun. 

{lucky last} it is also a game that every body enjoys. 

Water Fun Day! 

On the 30th of November we had a fabulous fun day of water! The grade 5s and 6 organised a series of water-themed events for the afternoon session. 

Everyone had fun and though some had a rocky start and sat out for the first event due to fear of being squirted in the face, we all got into it at the end. 

We started with a simple game of squirt but instead of saying squirt you would squirt the person with the water pistol. After that we played red balloon-

green balloon. Similar to darumasangakoronda or steal the giants treasure, the aim of the game is to get to the other side of the flat. We played a song 

for 4 seconds and during that time it was green balloon. Then when the music stops its red balloon and everyone has to freeze. If they don’t freeze in 

time one of the 3 guards will squirt them and they have to go to the start. Last 3 people to make it across are the guards unless the first 3 want to 

instead. 

Then we played Squirt Tag which is pretty much Gang Up Tiggy but the It person must squirt someone to tag them. Once you are squirted you need to 

grab a gun and you are also It. After that we played… Free For All!!! 

Everyone had a squirt gun and we all had three lives. Squirt someone and they lose a life. Once all three lives are lost the person must climb up and 

down the spider 3 times. Then you continue playing. It’s really fun! Naughty teachers decided they had immortality. Rude! 

At the end of the day everyone was dripping wet and very thrilled at how the day went.  

By, Abi 

Finances with Grace 

 A new principal brings new ideas, and one of those is a shop. 

This year, a shop has been opened in Jamieson primary school, brought by none other than Ms Madin herself. It’s a small shop with a great system, there are many classroom jobs that keep the 

school clean, safe and full of adventure… those jobs are, police, Minister for sport, junior minister for sport, grounds keeper, classroom manager (teacher assistant), peer support and shop 

keeper, all those jobs are occupied by students, they are in charge of whatever their job requires. And like in the real world, those jobs earn money, not real money, but real enough, for example 

police and junior minister for sport earn the same amount of money but have different jobs, some of the other jobs like peer support and grounds person earn a little less as their jobs  aren’t 

needed as much. Each kid has to keep track of their money, the seniors have a pay book and get a pay slip every week while juniors have fake coins and a wallet which they look after.  

There are not enough jobs for every student so some weeks there are people that are un-employed, so they get help from the government (Ms Madin) they will all earn fifty cents a day (if their 

at school of course) then they take away tax and rent (like the rest of us).  

Like I said before, a new principal, brings new ideas, and this one was definitely a brilliant one!  
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Have happy and safe holidays! 


